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NEW

KEVIN WELLS

THE PRIESTS WE NEED
TO SAVE THE CHURCH
While dissolute bishops and priests around
the world grab headlines for their untoward
words and deeds, too many other unfruitful
priests minister as little more than gladhanding bachelors doing social service
work.
Top and bottom, is this the Church that
Christ intended? Are these the priests we
need?
$17.95
Paperback, 240 pages
978-1-64413-032-2
Item #0322s

END ORS EM ENTS
"This is the book we need to sort
through the moral chaos afflicting
Catholicism in the modern world."
—MATT WALSH
The Daily Wire personality

"The descriptive power and eternal
truths of this book make it a tribute,
an indictment, and a prayer for the
priesthood."
—PATTI ARMSTRONG
Author and journalist, National Catholic Register

"[T]he long-overdue dynamite required to
wake up a generation of hesitant priests
and sleeping laity unwilling to embrace full
Catholic identity in a post-Christian culture."

“No!” cries author Kevin Wells in these
compelling pages that showcase how
heroic priests can faithfully tread the
narrow path of holy self-sacrifice first
blazed by the apostles themselves. From
scores of insightful interviews with modern
priests, exorcists, seminary formators, and
even disillusioned laity, Wells here draws
forth a blueprint for priestly holiness that
can once again fill our Church with priests
abounding with sincere, supernatural faith,
on fire with God’s love, and moved by the
irresistible impulse to save souls, no matter
the cost to themselves.
Reading this book will deepen your own
faith and help you understand what all
priests, by their vocation, are consecrated
and called to be. Giving a copy to your
parish priest will help him – and encourage
him – as he strives to become a member
of the small but growing contingent of holy
priests we need.

—JEREMY TATE
CEO, Classic Learning Test

"A timely, relevant, soul-searching read."
—KATHLEEN BECKMAN, L.H.S.

President, Foundation of
Prayer for Priests
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NEW

DR. PETER KREEFT

ASK PETER KREEFT
The 100 Most Interesting Questions
He’s Ever Been Asked
A Note from the Author: I’ve given thousands of
lectures around the country to engaged, thoughtful,
curious university and church audiences and have
always made it a practice to allow for as many
questions as possible. Here are the most interesting
ones I’ve been asked, and the answers I gave.
Of course, as real questions from real people,
they’re an eclectic mix, ranging from questions
about God and sex and sin and suffering to
those about heaven, my favorite movies, even
surfing! Some of the questions and answers are
easy, some hard; some profound, some silly;
some tragic, some funny; most of them thoughtprovoking and all of them, I hope, entertaining.

$18.95
Paperback, 320 pages
978-1-622828-609
Item #8609

Join me now as I answer scores of questions
I’ve been asked over the decades, including the
following:
y

What’s the hardest question
you’ve ever been asked?

y

And many more questions
and answers on an unbridled
assortment of topics!

y

Why are you a Catholic?

y

Why are so many philosophers weird?

y

Why do you feel the need to
bring God into everything?

y

What is your favorite method of prayer?

y

Why does the Church resist
women’s ordination?

y

Why can’t divorced and remarried
Catholics receive Communion?

y

Why is the Catholic Church
obsessed with sex?

y

Why does the Church still forbid birth control?

y

Have you ever witnessed a miracle?

y

If you were pope, what’s the
first thing you would do?

y

What ten books would you
take to a desert island?

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

WRITTEN BY THOMAS WILLIAMS AND
ILLUSTRATED BY FRANK FRASER

THE FIRST CHRISTMAS
Lovingly illustrated by celebrated artist
Frank Fraser, Thomas D. Williams’s
magnificent poem The First Christmas
tells of the monumental event that
Christians have celebrated for more than
two thousand years: the birth of Jesus in a
stable in Bethlehem.

$16.95
Hardback, 40 pages
978-1-622828-548
Item #8548

Replete with glorious angels, joyful
shepherds, indifferent townspeople, humble
kings, delightful donkeys, cattle, sheep, and,
of course, Joseph, Mary, and the adorable
baby Jesus, these sublime pages leave
Santa Claus behind and bring to vivid life the
tender, moving, true story of Christmas.
If you love the classic poem “Twas the Night
Before Christmas,” you’ll treasure The First
Christmas and place it at the center of your
family’s annual Christmas celebrations.
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NEW

ANTHONY DESTEFANO

THE SEED WHO WAS
AFRAID TO BE PLANTED
There once was a seed
Who lived in a drawer
In a room of a mansion
By a beautiful shore…
So begins this lovely retelling of the parable of
the grain of wheat for children ages 3 and up.
The Seed who Was Afraid to be Planted
introduces children to a tiny seed content
to remain in his safe, cozy drawer with the
other seeds. Suddenly, a day comes when
the gardener who lives in the mansion
takes the seed from his drawer and plants
him in the ground. Faced with his biggest
fear, the seed undergoes a miraculous
experience that changes his life forever.
Beautifully illustrated and written in simple
but delightful verse, The Seed who was
Afraid to Be Planted reminds us all that no
matter how small or scared we may be,
God has great plans for us—plans even
more wonderful than we can imagine.

$16.95
Hardback, 32 pages
978-1-622828-289
Item #8289

E N DORSE ME NTS
“Brilliant and simple!"
—DELILAH RENE
Nationally Syndicated radio host

"An inspiring story about the
transformative power of God’s grace."
—MIKE HUCKABEE
Former Governor of Arkansas

"This book shows that God has the
power to turn even the worst suffering
into something beautiful."
—DR. BEN CARSON
U.S. Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development

"A wonderful book with an important
Gospel message."
—ALVEDA KING
Evangelist and niece of Martin Luther King, Jr.

"A tender story of fruitfulness
triumphing over fear."
—KATHY BRANZELL
President, National Day of Prayer Task Force

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

STEPHEN AUTH

THE MISSIONARY OF
WALL STREET
From Managing Money to Saving
Souls on the Streets of New York
What is a chief investment officer of one of
America’s largest investment companies
doing hailing down strangers at night on
the streets of New York City?
“Are you Catholic?” my friends and I ask.
“Would you like a rosary? Would you like
to go to confession here tonight?” “Are you
kidding?” responds one man. “Been there,
done that!” says another.

$14.95
Paperback, 184 pages
978-1-622826-704
Item #6704

END ORS EM ENTS
"These inspiring tales of Steve Auth’s
faithful band of Catholic missionaries
working the street corners of New York
City reads like a 21st century version of
the Acts of the Apostles."
—JIM TOWEY
President, Ave Maria University

"Auth reveals that the toughness and
humanity that allowed him to be a Wall
Street star also allowed him to try to save
souls on the mean streets of New York."

At times, the neighborhood begins rooting
for us. Strangers call out: “Way to go!” “Your
courage is inspiring!”
We’re in our groove now, engaging
strangers with joy—and seeing some of
them later in church.
On the rough streets of the City, working
shoulder-to-shoulder with Christ, we’re no
longer alone; we feel God’s grace.
You will, too, as you read the dozens of
riveting – and often funny – stories in
these pages, about Catholics from the
financial sector evangelizing their wary
New York neighbors.
Take a page-turning journey with a different
breed of Wall Street executive whose
experiences are so fascinating that you
may one day be tempted to join them.

—JASON DE SENA TRENNERT
Chairman and CEO, Strategas

"The spontaneous writing style and diary
format make this book very special."
—RAUL PINEDA
Managing Director, Morgan Stanley
Private Wealth Management
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NEW

CARDINAL GERHARD LUDWIG MÜLLER

ROMAN ENCOUNTERS
The Unity of the Faith and
the Holy See’s Responsibility
for the Universal Church
Cardinal Gerhard Ludwig Müller, the former
Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith, has assembled here his most
noteworthy lectures, interviews, and dialogues
to offer a clear and compelling exploration of
Catholic teachings.
He explores hundreds of topics that are critical
to the health of the Church and the salvation
of souls. Cardinal Müller’s vast knowledge and
profound faith will deepen your understanding
of our Faith and of the Church. In Roman
Encounters, he tackles these and countless
other issues:
y

Where the Enlightenment went
wrong — and how it continues
to beguile some theologians

y

Dangerous pitfalls in ecumenism
— and how to avoid them

y

The only basis for reuniting
the denominations

y

The proper place for
diversity in the Church

y

The right way to be Christian
in our skeptical age

y

How the Church must
confront our secular age

y

How to evangelize today — and what
we must not do when we evangelize

y

What Rome must do now
to renew the Church.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM

$17.95
Paperback, 256 pages
978-1-68278-123-4
Item #Q81234
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NEW

JOHN-MARK L. MIRAVALLE

BEAUTY
What It Is and Why It Matters
What we moderns have forgotten, the
ancients knew well: true beauty heals the
soul, draws us to God, and yields lasting
happiness.
Rich with the wisdom of Plato, Augustine,
Aquinas, and St. John Paul II, these pages
unpack perennial truths about beauty and
rivet them into your soul, opening the eyes
of your understanding to the beauty all
around us.

$14.95
Paperback, 176 pages
978-1-622827-121
Item #7121

END ORS EM ENTS

Offering an abundance of accessible
examples, author John-Mark Miravalle
demonstrates that beauty is neither in the
eye of the beholder, nor for the cultivated,
the dreamer, or the “hopeless romantic”
alone. On the contrary, the ability to
understand, recognize, and delight in
beauty readies all souls for heaven — and
makes it easier for us to get there.
From these pages, you’ll learn:

"Dr. Miravalle has eloquently and
succinctly reintroduced beauty onto the
philosophical and theological pillar it
once had in ages past."

y

Why beauty is not just a
matter of opinion.

y

The virtues we need to perceive
beauty and to enjoy it.

—FR. JOHN TRIGILIO, JR, PHD
Co-Host, Web of Faith (EWTN)

y

How to determine whether an
artwork is truly beautiful.

y

The respective roles of reason and
emotion in appreciating beauty.

y

How the beauty of nature testifies
to God’s existence . . . while rejection
of God obscures nature’s beauty.

With the help of these pages, you’ll receive
fresh eyes to marvel again (or for the
first time) at the beauty of nature, music,
art, architecture, and, most importantly,
the beauty of God, the fountainhead and
exemplar of all things on earth that are
beautiful.
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NEW

MARC CARDINAL OUELLET

FRIENDS OF THE
BRIDEGROOM
For a Renewed Vision of
Priestly Celibacy
With the mind of a theologian and the heart
of a pastor, Marc Cardinal Ouellet releases
this timely book to help Catholics arrive at
a deeper understanding of the Church’s
traditional teaching on the priesthood and the
discipline of celibacy. As the Church rises to
the duty of evangelization amid the challenges
of secularism, Cardinal Ouellet sounds a
clarion call to discover enduring solutions
rooted in the basics of holiness.
Cardinal Ouellet deftly draws the tradition
into the present, adding fresh insights that
challenge us to think anew about the beauty
and power of the priesthood. He shows the
deep connection between the ministerial
priesthood of the clergy and the royal
priesthood of all believers—how they are
united in Christ’s priesthood, and how they
work together to build up the Kingdom of God
on earth.

$18.95
Paperback, 256 pages
978-1-68278-135-7
Item #Q81357

Friends of the Bridegroom is a book not just
about the priesthood but for priests, and
should therefore find a welcome home in
rectories and seminaries everywhere. It
promises to confirm them confidently in their
vocation, their hope in Christ, and remind them
of their dignity and duties in relation to the
challenges of the modern world.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST
Written by Thomas à Kempis in the Middle
Ages, The Imitation of Christ has been revered
for nearly six centuries as a spiritual classic.
St. Thomas More, the great Renaissance
scholar and martyr, considered this
devotional one of the most important books
for a Christian to own. Indeed, it has been
translated into several languages and handed
down for generations among the faithful.
Now comes a beautiful new illuminated
edition for today’s readers. With lovely
detail work and famous icons on nearly
every page, this book will engage the reader
deeply and invigorate his prayer life.
$79.99
Hardcover, Illuminated Manuscript
978-1-64413-059-9
144 pages, Item #0599s
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A physical treasure full of spiritual riches,
The Imitation of Christ offers a complete
education in the interior life and the
spiritual transformation from worldliness
to godliness. With the help of these
meditations, enter the mystery of the Trinity
and embrace the joys of life in Christ.

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

NEW

ROD BENNETT

SCRIPTURE WARS
How Justin Martyr Rescued the
Old Testament for Christians
About a century after Jesus died, a battle
began for the Old Testament. Large numbers
of faithful Christians fought about its contents
and even about its right to be called a
Christian book!
On one side, many Jewish converts charged
Paul and most of the other Apostles with a
“Great Apostasy,” a pulling away from the deep
roots of their Jewish tradition. On the other
side, Marcionite Christians held such antipathy
toward the Old Testament that they advocated
leaving it behind entirely.
Who won these crucial, climactic Scripture
Wars?
God did, of course — but not without raising
up a great saint whose keen mind and deep
faith expelled from Christianity both false
understandings of how the gentle, loving God
of the New Testament relates to the oftenstern God of the Old.
That saint was Justin of Neapolis, known
today as St. Justin Martyr. These pages
tell the surprisingly exciting tale of Justin’s
encounters with these vigorous early heresies
that threatened to paralyze the young Church
just as she was struggling to her feet.

$18.95
Paperback, 336 pages
978-1-64413-030-8
Item #0308s

How Justin Martyr
Rescued the
Old Testament
for Christians

Scripture Wars is an inspiring, true-life
testimony to our Father’s providence, a tale
that has the power to strengthen the faith of
Catholics even today, eighteen centuries later.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

DR. GERARD VERSCHUUREN

IN THE BEGINNING
A Catholic Scientist Explains How
God Made Earth Our Home
The taste of fresh berries, the quiet
cadence of waves lapping a lakeshore, the
song of an owl in the night, the glory of a
sunset: so many details manifest the reality
that Earth is not merely the place where
we are, but that it is truly our home and is
meant to be our home.
Most modern scientists dismiss this notion
as romantic nonsense, arguing instead that
Earth and, indeed, the entire universe is
actually a cosmic accident, the mystifying
result of billions of years of random events.
$18.95
Paperback, 192 pages
978-1-622826-728
Item #6728

YOU W I LL LEA R N:
y

Why the universe is so
old . . . and so vast!

y

Earth's unique chemical and
geological characteristics that make
it a hospitable place for mankind

y

How volcanism, mass extinctions,
and even changes in the Earth's
orbit prepared the way for mankind

y

Evidence that evolutionary
changes are not, as the
atheists claim, random

y

Why the Catholic Church has
always distinguished the Book of
Scripture from the Book of Nature

y

How science presupposes
the existence of God without
even realizing it!

y

The errors of Stephen Hawking
and other popular cosmologists

12

Here in this work of basic science written
for nonspecialists, scientist Gerard
Verschuuren confronts those men and
women on their own territory force for
force, atom for atom, cell for cell, and even
planet for planet.
With clear, well-documented explanations,
he shows that the latest findings of
modern cosmology, physics, chemistry,
geology, and other sciences tell a
remarkably different story. Instead of the
vaunted randomness of our immense
universe, scientists have recently
discovered indisputable patterns in the
structures of matter and energy. Over the
eons, these distinctive patterns drove the
universe inexorably toward formation of
the Earth as what we experience it to be:
our secure, exceptional, and singularly
welcoming home.

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

NEW

FR. BRIAN MULLADY, O.P.

THE DECALOGUE DECODED
What You Never Learned About
the Ten Commandments
Because the Ten Commandments seem
harsh and unyielding to modern ears, few
today realize that they embody the most
perfect expression of human freedom. Only by
abiding by the Commandments can you have
a fully human life and achieve union with God.
But you need more than a tenth-grade
understanding of them to unleash their
remarkable spiritual power in your daily life...
which is why Fr. Brian Mullady has written this
remarkable book that reveals the many oftenoverlooked, soul-nourishing elements and
implications of each of the Commandments.
Here you’ll come to understand how the
Commandments are not just ten individual
rules; they are an entire plan of life that
draws you ever more into God and brings
you enduring peace with others—and with
yourself.
With the help of the wise Fr. Mullady, you’ll
soon come to see how the Commandments
not only distill the teachings of Christ in the
Beatitudes but are themselves fulfilled when
you live in accordance with those Beatitudes.
You’re sure to close the pages of this book
with renewed gratitude for the incredible divine
gift of the Commandments and with a greater
resolve to believe in them, to meditate on
them, and to strive ever to live in accordance
with them.

$14.95
Paperback, 128 pages
978-1-68278-103-6
Item #Q81036

FROM FR. MU LL ADY
YOU ’ LL LE ARN:
y

How obedience and love are
necessary companions

y

How the moral truths revealed by
God complement the truths of nature

y

How the First Commandment
speaks of a kind of “marital
love” God shares with us

y

How “tempting God” involves
doubt about God’s nature

y

The two conditions that mark
any legitimate Sabbath rest

y

Four ways you can place your
anger under the control of reason

y

The two kinds of “natural” rights
you have as a human — and its
relation to the right to own property

y

The five main categories
of sinful speech

y

How the “negative”
commandments complement
the “positive” commandments

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

FR. GABRIEL OF ST. MARY MAGDALEN

UNION WITH GOD
According to St. John Of the Cross
In these pages, Father Gabriel of St. Mary
Magdalen lays out for us a time-tested
path toward achieving complete intimacy
with God, the path first mapped out
centuries ago by the Church’s acclaimed
master of the contemplative life, St. John
of the Cross (1542-1591).
St. John showed that God hungers for
union with each of us but also requires
arduous efforts on our part, the many
details of which Father Gabriel explains in
these enlightening pages.
$17.95
Paperback, 192 pages
978-1-622828-586
Item #8586
FR. JOEL GUIBERT

ABANDONMENT TO GOD
The Way of Peace of St.
Thérèse of Lisieux
Few have known the depths of suffering as
did Thérèse, yet even fewer have possessed
the deep peace that filled her soul. Now Fr.
Joël Guibert, himself steeped in the richness
of the interior life, reveals Thérèse's secret of
serenity: total abandonment to God.
Far from a terrifying surrender to the unknown,
this abandonment is rather a total acceptance
of the providential love of God, who directs our
hearts even in the darkest nights of our lives,
without letting us so much as stumble.

$17.95
Paperback, 192 pages
978-1-622828-340
Item #8340
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Join Thérèse on this gentle road to sanctity,
and turn over your fears, great and small, to
the Lord. Allow His love to fill your soul and
experience the peace that comes with total
abandonment to God.
ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

NEW

FR. JOHN BARTUNEK

THE BETTER PART
A Christ-Centered Resource
for Personal Prayer
This book should be declared a national
treasure! We lead tremendously busy lives, with
countless things to do. Even so, every saint and
renowned spiritual director through the ages
has said the same thing: If we desire to become
saints, we must spend time daily in meditation.
With this book — which has sold over 50,000
copies — Father Bartunek has created an
extensive, Christ-centered resource to serve
as a daily meditation companion.
Part I is an incredibly practical explanation
of Christian meditation (along with a cheatsheet!). Part II contains material to use
during your meditations. The resource is a
Bible study on the four Gospels, a survey of
saints' writings, a guide to prayer, and a fresh
introduction to Jesus rolled into one.
The Better Part enables us to read, meditate,
absorb, and apply the Gospels to our lives. It
serves as a catalyst to personalize times of
prayer, enabling us to follow the Holy Spirit's
lead along the path of holiness. The portable
resource has a ribbon to mark your place and
contains detailed indices to help you meditate
either on the liturgical seasons or the virtues
you feel most in need of developing.

$34.95
Paperback, 1024 pages
978-0991603862
Item #beparp

A powerful resource
for daily meditation
on the Gospel

All four Gospels are included inside the
resource, divided into 303 sections, with each
section divided into five parts: a passage from
the Gospels and a four-part commentary
based on the same four themes throughout
the book: Christ the Lord, Christ the Teacher,
Christ the Friend, and Christ in My Life.
All four Gospels are contained and
commented upon in their entirety. This
structure is substantive, meditative, and
flexible. Truly, this is a book for a lifetime!
ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

MARIA AUGUSTA VON TRAPP

AROUND THE YEAR WITH
THE VON TRAPP FAMILY
For the first time in four decades, we are
proud to bring back into print this joyful
and charming book from Maria von Trapp
(whose family's story was made famous
by The Sound of Music). Maria unveils for
you the year-round Christian traditions she
loved — traditions that created for her large
family a warm and inviting Catholic home
and will do the same for yours.
$29.95
Hardback, 252 pages
978-1-622826-681
Item #6681

Here are the songs they sang for feasts and
holidays, as well as Maria’s personal recipes
for traditional holiday foods. Here are stories
and games to delight your children, and
countless other ways to turn events such
as anniversaries, baptisms, graduations,
birthdays, wedding receptions, and even
funerals into feasts celebrated in the Lord.
Most people only know the young Maria
from The Sound of Music; few realize that
in subsequent years, as a pious wife and
a seasoned Catholic mother, Maria gave
herself unreservedly to keeping her family
Catholic by observing in her home the many
feasts of the Church’s liturgical year, with
poems and prayers, food and fun, and so
much more!
With the help of Maria von
Trapp, you, too, can provide
Christian structure and vibrancy
to your home. Soon your home
will be a warm and loving place,
an earthly reflection of our
eternal home.
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NEW

KEVIN VOST

12 LIFE LESSONS FROM
ST. THOMAS AQUINAS
Here, Dr. Kevin Vost provides you with 12
essential life lessons, culled from the writings
of St. Thomas Aquinas. Together these lessons
will elevate your mind, enrich your spirit,
and teach you how to participate fully in the
universal vocation to holiness and happiness.
Distilling Thomas’s timeless and unparalleled
spiritual wisdom, Vost shows you:
y

The things you must believe, know,
and desire in order to be saved
(and how to thoroughly attend
to these in your daily life)

y

Why you must be religious
and not merely “spiritual”

y

How sloth in particular can blind you
to the highest meaning of life (and
which virtues supply the antidote)

y

The surprising and dreadful
effects of wrath in your life

y

How to recognize injustices you may
be committing daily—and how to train
yourself to fight those impulses

y

How to free yourself from the
crushing yoke of envy

y

How and why you should be
your own best friend

y

Which virtues you need so you can
hate the sin while loving the sinner

y

Why you should care about angels

y

What you need to know about the
saints in order to become one

$18.95
Paperback, 304 pages
978-1-622828-302
Item #8302

These 12 life lessons from St. Thomas Aquinas
will help you cultivate a rich, robust faith life
that will bring you into closer communion with
God and beckon others to follow. With the help
of Vost and Thomas, you’ll soon find yourself
confidently and happily living in imitation of Our
Lord, the Way, the Truth, and the Life for all men.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

JAMES L. PAPANDREA

WHAT REALLY HAPPENS
AFTER WE DIE
There Will Be Hugs in Heaven
Here professor of Church history Dr. James
Papandrea gathers in one place all that is
known about the afterlife — drawn from
the teachings of Jesus, the Apostles,
the Church Fathers, and the Church’s
Magisterium — affording, for the first time
ever, a complete, authoritative, detailed
portrait of the state of souls after death
and the realms we enter. The following are
among the many questions he answers:

$14.95
Paperback, 128 pages
978-1-622826-384
Item #6384
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y

If, as St. Paul says, “flesh and blood
cannot inherit the Kingdom of God,”
how can our bodies enter Heaven?

y

After death but before the
final resurrection, are we
simply unconscious?

y

What is our resurrection like? (And does
it differ from Jesus’ Resurrection?)

y

Are ghosts real? (You’ll be surprised at
what the Church Fathers have to say.)

y

What is the difference between
Heaven and Paradise?

y

Which of our parts will
accompany us to Heaven (and
which must be left behind)?

y

In Heaven, do we still eat and drink?

y

If, as Jesus says, there’s no
marrying in heaven, are we still
male and female there?

y

After our resurrection, will we, like
Jesus, be able to pass through matter?

y

And many more fascinating
questions answered!

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

NEW

FR. JOHN PORTAVELLA

THE LITTLE MANUAL FOR
SPIRITUAL GROWTH
Saints don't grow holy by chance.
Instead, by living in accord with a plan of life,
they transform their everyday frustrations,
anxieties, and temptations into opportunities for
humility, contemplation, and growth in sanctity.
Now you can, too.
Here, Fr. John Portavella shows you how to
develop for yourself a personalized plan of life
that will enable you to balance your duties to God,
your family, and your work, and even to make
time for leisure. You’ll discover easy, practical
ways to fit prayer, devotions, and spiritual reading
into your family situation and professional life.
In just a few weeks, your cares and anxieties will
give way to holy peace as you awaken to the
workings of God’s loving grace in your life.

$17.95
Paperback, 144 pages
978-1-622828-166
Item #8166

The Little Manual for Spiritual Growth brings
you the time-tested key to lasting health of soul
and cheerful serenity of spirit.
EDITED BY BRANDON MCGINLEY

ADVENT REFLECTIONS
Amidst the hustle and bustle of the secular
pre-Christmas season, these Advent
reflections invite you to slow down and reflect
on the season’s spiritual and liturgical themes.
Shared over the years with grateful EWTN
audiences by good priests and bishops from
the United Kingdom and Ireland, they will help
you do just that.
Let these holy bishops and priests take you on
a refreshing spiritual journey through Advent,
bring you the deeper reality of the season, cut
through the secular distractions and anxieties,
and deliver you to the Christ child.
$14.95
Paperback, 160 pages
978-1-68278-107-4
Item #Q81074
ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

SR. MARY ANN FATULA

HEAVEN’S SPLENDOR
And The Riches that Await You There
Heaven: it’s everything we’re made for, the
answer to our inmost longings, our true
Home whose depths of joy we can only
imagine. And who can tell us more about
this blessed realm than the saints — the
souls closest to God while here on earth
who now dwell beside His royal throne?
What they say about Heaven has the
fragrant anointing of the Holy Spirit who
authored the Scriptures and from whom
they draw their wisdom.

$14.95
Paperback, 144 pages
978-1-622828-500
Item #8500

EN D OR S EM ENTS
"Sr. Fatula has written a marvelous book
on Heaven! She presents the truths of
the faith in a comprehensive, orthodox,
yet easy-to-understand way. This book
will console those who are grieving over
the loss of loved ones and inspire those
who are afraid of death."
—ANTHONY DESTEFANO
Author of A Travel Guide to Heaven

Open these pages, then, and enter the
Celestial Kingdom. Ponder all the rapturous
beauty that the saints describe. Bask in the
consoling warmth of their tender love for
us and grow ever stronger in the desire to
share in their heavenly delight.
Here you’ll come to know the very heart of
Heaven: our sharing in the ecstatic love and
life of the Trinity. You’ll taste the joy of the
saints triumphant, ponder the mysteries
of our glorious resurrection, and come to
understand death as the beautiful gateway
to Heaven that it is.
Best of all, you’ll learn how to begin to
live in Heaven even now — by adoring the
Blessed Trinity dwelling in your soul, by
receiving the precious Body and Blood of
the Lord in the Eucharist, and by growing in
the heavenly virtue of charity.
The wisdom of the saints in these
sublimely beautiful pages will quench your
fear of death and awaken in you a blessed
hunger to join your departed loved ones
and to delight with them in the Three Divine
Persons who are the very heart of Heaven's
splendor.
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NEW

JOSEPH PRONECHEN

FRUITS OF FATIMA
A Century of Signs and Wonders
This riveting account of true-life Fatima
events of the past hundred years
demonstrates that Our Lady’s messages
are more vital today than ever before.
Here, author Joseph Pronechen reports on
scores of post-Fatima incidents that reveal
the wide-reaching influence the apparitions
have had throughout this past century on
the lives of ordinary people, popes, saints
— and even unbelievers! You’ll learn of
amazing but little-known Fatima-related
occurrences, including the role of the
apparitions in . . .
y

The declaration of the dogma
of the Assumption of Mary

y

The 1981 attempt to assassinate
Pope St. John Paul II — and
his miraculous survival

y

St. Padre Pio’s astounding recovery
from a long-term illness

y

The Church’s struggle
against Communism

y

St. Faustina’s Divine Mercy visions

y

And many more incidents
related to Fatima!

$14.95
Paperback, 240 pages
978-1-622828-142
Item #8142

It’s time to discover all of Fatima — not
simply the isolated incidents of the early
twentieth century, but the ongoing heavenly
interventions that are impacting modern
history and bearing extraordinary spiritual
fruit along the way.
Armed with this knowledge and
perspective, you’ll be inspired again by
the messages of Fatima and will devote
yourself once more — or perhaps for the
first time — to Mother Mary, whose love for
you and concern for your salvation know
no bounds.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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NEW

FR. TIMOTHY GALLAGHER

OVERCOMING SPIRITUAL
DISCOURAGEMENT
The Wisdom and Spiritual Power
of Venerable Bruno Lanteri
With warmth, understanding, and pastoral
skill, Fr. Timothy Gallagher provides here
a hopeful invitation to all who struggle to
overcome the greatest obstacle of all in the
spiritual life — discouragement.

$14.95
Paperback, 128 pages
978-1-68278-095-4
Item #Q80954
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Our enemy actively exploits our
vulnerabilities, shrewdly leading us time
and again into an overwhelming sense
of disturbance. But Fr. Gallagher pulls
the curtain back on the wiles of the
devil, offering gentle reflections that are
remarkably effective in lightening the
burdens of your day-to-day spiritual life.
Each reflection in these pages begins with
a quotation by Venerable Bruno Lanteri,
the holy founder of the Oblates of the
Virgin Mary, whose wisdom has guided the
uncommonly insightful spirituality of Fr.
Gallagher. In these pages, you will learn:
y

What to do when you have
reached the point of despair

y

How to evade sadness,
melancholy, and temptation

y

Ways you can be joyful even
when you do not feel well

y

How to leave the sins, weaknesses, and
failures of your past to God’s mercy

y

How to recognize the enemy,
even when he presents himself
under the appearance of good

y

The five benefits you’ll derive
from regular Confession

y

Proven techniques for waging
warfare against negative moods

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

NEW

WRITTEN BY DR. HELEN HOFFNER,
ILLUSTRATED BY DEIRDRE M. FOLLEY

CATHOLIC TRADITIONS
AND TREASURES
An Illustrated Encyclopedia
New converts and cradle Catholics alike
are often perplexed by the myriad of
devotions, traditions, practices, and beliefs
that the Catholic Church has accumulated
over the past twenty centuries. Why
pray to St. Anthony to find something
lost? Why keep a St. Christopher medal
in your car? Or why bury a statue of St.
Joseph — upside down! — in your yard
when selling your house?
In this lovingly-illustrated book, you’ll find
succinct — and often amusing — answers
to these and hundreds of other questions.

$19.95
Hardback, 128 pages
978-1-622824-847
Item #4847

ALEXANDRA GREELEY AND
FERNANDO FLORES

COOKING WITH THE SAINTS
For the Love of Food, the Church,
and Her Saints!
Here you’ll find brief saints biographies
and ideal accompanying dishes tied to
the liturgical feasts of the Church. From
this exceptional cookbook, your family will
receive triple nourishment: for body, mind,
and spirit. In it, you’ll encounter:
y

Scores of exciting dishes from dozens
of countries, including Ethiopia, Spain,
Poland, Hungary, Korea, Scotland,
France, Greece, and Sweden.

y

Sixty fascinating biographies of saints.

y

A comprehensive list of
celebratory cookies for feast
days throughout the year.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM

$34.95
Hardcover, 352 pages
978-1-622825-103
Item #5103
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E X PLORE OU R

B E S T- S E L L I N G B O O K S
DAY BY DAY WITH SAINT FAUSTINA
SUSAN TASSONE

Arranged by best-selling Catholic author Susan Tassone
into a handy, day-by-day form, these selections from
Faustina’s writings — revealed to her over the years in
mystical conversations with Jesus himself — will help you
do what Jesus told Faustina: trust completely in His mercy
and show mercy to others.
$16.95, 448 pages, Item #6520

HOW CATHOLIC ART SAVED THE FAITH
ELIZABETH LEV

Meet the fascinating artists who formed a vibrant, visualarts SWAT team to recover the unity of Faith. You will revel in
scores of their full-color paintings. And you will profit from the
lucid explanations of their lovely creations.
$18.95, 320 pages, Item #6124

CRIES OF JESUS FROM THE CROSS
FULTON SHEEN

Archbishop Sheen shows how Christ’s last words are full
catechism on the spiritual life. From them, you’ll learn the
secrets to living the Beatitudes, ways to avoid the deadly
vices of anger, envy, lust, and pride, and how to cultivate the
heavenly virtues of fortitude, prudence, justice, and charity.
Few books are such an inspiring call to sanctity, and few
books are such a spiritual powerhouse.
$18.95, 400 pages, Item #6209

OVERCOMING SINFUL ANGER
FR. THOMAS MORROW

Learn how to pull the rug out from beneath your anger and
reclaim a life of peace and grace. You’ll learn the root causes
of angry behavior, ways to heal painful memories, and how to
deal well with your hurts and humiliations. Here are tools to
help you cultivate the habits that lead to virtuous action. You’ll
discover simple ways to influence your behavior, control your
impulses, and rebuild tattered relationships..
$11.95, 112 pages, Item #2300
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FORTY REASONS I AM A CATHOLIC
PETER KREEFT

Peter Kreeft gives forty succinct reasons why he is a Catholic,
ranging from the truth of the Faith's claims to the beauty of its
cathedrals, which themselves testify to the majesty of God.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #6148

EXORCIST EXPLAINS THE DEMONIC
FR. GABRIELE AMORTH

Here is an introduction to Catholic doctrine on the fallen
angels and their innumerable manifestations. You’ll learn
where the Evil One dwells in the human body, how the Devil
appears and what he looks like, the powers that come from
Satan, how spiritual evils are contracted, the state of souls in
purgatory, and more.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #3451

VATICAN COOKBOOK
This beautiful cookbook features scores of countless
meals that have been served at Vatican tables for
centuries — including the favorite dishes of St. John
Paul II, Pope Benedict XVI, and Pope Francis. Countless
photographs take you behind the scenes to secret and
special places of Vatican City.
$34.99, 204 pages, Item #3321

WARTIME PRAYER BOOK
FULTON SHEEN

Written for soldiers by the inspired Fulton Sheen in the darkest
hours of World War II, this pocket-sized prayer book has been
proven in combat and anointed by the suffering, prayers, and
sacrifices of thousands of Catholic fighting men and women.
$9.95, 196 pages, Item #652

END OF THE PRESENT WORLD
FR. CHARLES ARMINJON

St. Thérèse of Lisieux was so taken by this book that it
prompted her entry into the convent. "Reading this book
was one of the greatest graces of my life," she says in her
autobiography.
$19.95, 336 pages, Item #388

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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APOLOGETICS

A PRIEST ANSWERS 27
QUESTIONS
FR. MICHAEL KERPER

Do ghosts really exist? Do
I have to give money to
every beggar? With wit and
enthusiasm, Fr. Michael
Kerper arms you with
little-known knowledge that will fascinate
and impress all those who have never taken
the time to seek the Catholic answer.
$14.95, $10.00, 144 pages, Item #4168

GRACE AND TRUTH
FR. GEORGE RUTLER

With his trademark wit and
wisdom, Fr. George Rutler
here highlights twenty
Catholic teachings that
are essential to living an
authentic Christian life,
showing how the Church’s perennial wisdom
can remedy the gravest ills of our time.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #Q80930

FROM ATHEISM TO
CATHOLICISM
MARCUS GRODI, BRANDON
MCGINLEY

This collection of riveting
testimonies by nine former
atheists who found new
life in the Catholic Church
is recognized as one of the most helpful
tools for cultivating the Faith ever crafted.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #Q80343

ONE-MINUTE
AQUINAS
KEVIN VOST

Twenty-five popes consider
St. Thomas Aquinas the
Church's preeminent
theologian because he
saw truths about God, our
Faith, and the Christian life which had never
been recognized before. Author Dr. Kevin
Vost provides simple, readable explanations
of St. Thomas's life-giving wisdom.
$19.95, 304 pages, Item #1587
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CATHOLIC VERSES
DAVE ARMSTRONG

Essential reading for anyone
seeking to understand God’s
Word in Scripture more fully
and to discover the Church
that continues to preach
His Word faithfully today.
$21.95, 256 pages, Item #733

AQUINAS CATECHISM
ST. THOMAS AQUINAS

Revel in Aquinas' deeply
insightful, straightforward,
and clear explanations of
the Apostles’ Creed, the
Commandments, and the
Sacraments — as well as
of the Our Father and Hail Mary. This book
serves as a basic course in the Catholic Faith,
taught by the Church’s greatest theologian.
$19.95, 336 pages, Item #105

ONE-MINUTE
APOLOGIST
DAVE ARMSTRONG

The indispensable volume
that you’ll find yourself
turning to whenever
you have the need to
defend the Catholic
Faith quickly, credibly, and effectively.
$18.95, 160 pages, Item #23X

BIBLICAL ROOTS OF
THE MASS
THOMAS NASH

Working systematically
through Scripture, Thomas
Nash offers an authoritative
explanation of salvation
history, showing how the
Old Testament prefigures — and the New
Testament wondrously records — Jesus’ one
self-sacrifice of Calvary which is mysteriously
made present at each and every Mass.
$19.95, 288 pages, Item #2591

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

APOLOGETICS

CATHOLIC CHURCH
SAVED MY MARRIAGE

PROVERBS EXPLAINED
FR. MITCH PACWA

Fr. Mitch Pacwa, host
of EWTN Live, breaks
open and brings to life
the treasure-trove of
practical advice found in
the Book of Proverbs.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #Q80268

FORTY ANTI-CATHOLIC
LIES

DAVID ANDERS

Dr. David Anders shares
his compelling personal
discovery of the Church’s
teaching on marriage and
goes on to offer a rousing
defense of the Church’s most controversial
teachings, including divorce, remarriage,
gay marriage, and contraception.
$17.95, 224 pages, Item #Q80527

GERARD VERSCHUUREN

Read this book and
you’ll be armed with the
knowledge and confidence
you need to defend the
Catholic Church from
those who wrongly disparage her teachings.
Better yet, you’ll be equipped to proclaim
the soul-saving truth of our Faith.
$19.95, 352 pages, Item #5240

SIGN OF THE CROSS
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES

From the young St.
Francis de Sales’s heroic
efforts to bring Calvinists
back to the Faith comes
this succinct, eloquent
defense of the age-old Catholic practice
of making the Sign of the Cross.
$11.95, 128 pages, Item #4975

RECLAIMING CATHOLIC
SOCIAL TEACHING
ANTHONY ESOLEN

Anthony Esolen explains that
Catholic Social Teaching
isn't fixed exclusively on
serving the poor. Indeed, it
offers a wealth of insights
on the nature of man and his destiny, the
sanctity of marriage, and the role of the family
in building a coherent, harmonious society.
$19.95, 208 pages, Item #1822

FROM STAR WARS TO
SUPERMAN
JAMES PAPANDREA

When cultures such as ours
toss Jesus out one door, He
comes in through another.
Author Jim Papandrea
explores Star Wars, The
Matrix, Spider-Man, Batman, and other
modern entertainments and reveals powerful
images of Christ and salvation in each.
$19.95 $10.00, 352 pages, Item #3888

LET THERE BE NO
DIVISIONS AMONG YOU
FR. JOHN MACLAUGHLIN

With clear, compelling
logic bolstered by surefire
Scriptural confirmations, Fr.
John MacLaughlin probes
the oft-heard claim that it
doesn't matter what Christian denomination
you join, so long as you are sincere.
$14.95, 192 pages, Item #3710

BIBLICAL DEFENSE OF
CATHOLICISM
DAVE ARMSTRONG

This exciting book
demolishes the canard that
Catholicism strays from
the Bible and in doing so
validates it as eminently
and thoroughly biblical. Indeed, Catholicism
stands as the only Christian religion in full
conformity with what the Bible teaches.
$24.95 $5.00, 320 pages, Item #954

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH

WHAT DOES GOD
WANT?

GOD'S WORLD AND
OUR PLACE IN IT

FR. MICHAEL SCANLAN

FULTON SHEEN

Learn how to discern God’s
will as you approach major
decisions in life. You’ll learn
the role intuition should
play, and how to determine if the voice you
hear is God speaking to you, or the Devil.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #6544

ROSES AMONG
THORNS
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES

From the thousands of
personal letters by St.
Francis de Sales—widely
regarded as one of the
greatest spiritual advisors in the history
of the Church—comes this short, practical
guide that will help you develop the soulnourishing habits that lead to sanctity.
$11.95 $10.00, 128 pages, Item #2065

FINDING GOD'S WILL
FOR YOU
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES

Savor the peaceful certainty
that you are on the path
God has chosen for you!
Regardless of your current
state in life, see why you
should discern and trust in the will of God
to find the path you are meant to take.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #832

HOW TO GET MORE
OUT OF HOLY
COMMUNION
ST. PETER JULIAN EYMARD

Gain more grace and joy
from the Eucharist. If going
to Mass and receiving
Communion has become
just another routine for you, let St. Peter
Julian Eymard show you how easy it is to
break out of the dullness and restore the
glory of meeting your Lord in Communion.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #083
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Archbishop Sheen
demonstrates that
Christianity makes
good sense—even to
persons with no religious
background. He explains how Christianity
alone is able to resolve the goodness and
evil we encounter in the universe, and
why we embrace or reject the light.
$12.95 $10.00, 160 pages, Item #784

SAINTLY SOLUTIONS
FR. JOSEPH ESPER

Whatever you're struggling
with, you're not alone: there's
a saint who went through it
and who is praying for you
before the throne of God.
Receive help from over 350
of these saintly souls who are best qualified to
expound on how to cope with life's troubles.
$21.95, 400 pages, Item #377

OVERCOMING SINFUL
ANGER
FR. THOMAS MORROW

St. Francis de Sales had
quite a temper when he was
young but learned over time
how to convert his angry
feelings into virtuous action. Learn how to
pull the rug out from beneath your anger and
reclaim a life of peace, grace, and happiness.
$11.95, 112 pages, Item #2300

SEVENTEEN STEPS TO
HEAVEN
LEO TRESE

No matter how dedicated to
Christ you are, familiarity can
blunt your fervor and erode
your vigilance against sin.
This inspiring guide reveals
what you must do to begin living your life with
God truly at the center of everything you do.
$14.95 $5.00, 176 pages, Item #261

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

SPIRITUAL GROWTH

SPIRIT AND LIFE

EVERYDAY MEDITATIONS

ROSE REA

ST. JOHN HENRY NEWMAN

Passages from Scripture, the
Catechism, and the Fathers
and Doctors of the Church are
coupled here with beautiful,
full-color images and moving
reflections from Catholics of different voices
and ages sharing their love for the Sacraments
and their healing experiences with them.
$29.95, 256 pages, Item #8128

To help you discern God's
voice daily, rest in it, and
respond to it according to
each day's opportunities
and needs, we have here gathered fifty of
Newman's most moving Christian meditations,
each guaranteed to enkindle in your soul the
very same kind of love they enkindled in his.
$12.95, 192 pages, Item #4968

HANDBOOK OF
SPIRITUAL PERFECTION

HOW TO READ YOUR
WAY TO HEAVEN

PHILIP DION

VICKI BURBACH

Learn how to motivate yourself
to grow in holiness, how to
pray more deeply, how to root
out your predominant fault,
how to make your Confessions more fruitful,
and how to abandon yourself to God's will.
$14.95, 208 pages, Item #407

SPIRITUAL GUIDELINES
FOR SOULS SEEKING GOD

Here's an invaluable tool
for guiding and organizing
your reading to help you
on your journey to become
a saint. And best of all, this fully integrated
do-it-yourself spiritual reading program
can be easily followed by the busiest of
Catholics with the tightest of schedules.
$18.95, Paperback, 304 pages, Item #3604

HINTS OF HEAVEN

FR. BASIL W. MATURIN

In chapters written for souls
hungry to improve their spiritual
lives, Fr. Maturin shows you
how to move beyond the
conquest of particular vices and develop true
friendship with Christ. Read this book, and you
will soon be drawn closer to Christ as you abide
in His presence today, tomorrow, and ever after.
$12.95, 128 pages, Item #3581

FR. GEORGE WILLIAM RUTLER

Christ knew that the splendor
of heaven is too great for us
to bear just now, and so He
used parables as clues to the
mystery of paradise. Here Fr.
Rutler unveils these deceptively simple stories,
showing you their hidden meanings and how
they apply to our own age and way of life.
$14.95, Paperback, 160 pages, Item #2324

THE SPARK OF FAITH

LIVE TODAY WELL

FR. WOJCIECH GIERTYCH

Faith is essential to our
spiritual growth yet good
Catholics often hold
misconceptions about faith’s
meaning – misconceptions
that can lead to spiritual stagnation. In these
pages, Fr. Wojciech Giertych corrects prominent
errors and clearly articulates what faith is and
how it may expand, or wither, within our soul.
$17.95, 224 pages, Item #Q80688

FR. THOMAS DAILEY

In these pages, Fr. Thomas
Dailey gently guides you
through St. Francis de Sales’s
spiritual plan, showing how
you can balance time devoted
to God with the time needed to complete your
many tasks each day. You’ll learn St. Francis de
Sales’s technique of daily prayer and grace-filled
awareness that will transform your life one day
at a time — no matter how busy your lifestyle.
$18.95, Paperback, 224 pages, Item #3017

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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CHILDREN

BEFORE I WAS ME
FRANK FRASER

This beautifully
illustrated, delightful
story of an imaginary
conversation between
God and an unborn baby
will lead children to see that from the
very moment God gave them a soul at
conception, He had great plans for them.
$12.99, 40 pages, Item #6063

VINCENT
FRANK FRASER

In this beautifully illustrated
journey without words, a
glum little pig named Vincent
is given a mysterious gift
that fills his heart with
something he’s never possessed: Love.
Vincent is a picture book for ages 3 and up,
and without words, tells a story of discovering
love and what happens when it’s shared.
$16.95, 48 pages, Item #6667

ANGEL IN THE WATERS
REGINA DOMAN

In its mother’s womb,
a tiny baby grows,
explores the waters,
and talks with the angel
there. The gentle illustrations tell a story
that delights children since the journey
from conception to birth is theirs, too.
PPBK $9.95, 48 pages, Item #814
HDCVR $11.95 $10.00, 48 pages, Item #2089
Spanish $6.95 $2.00, 48 pages, Item #221

CATHOLIC TALES FOR
BOYS AND GIRLS
CARYLL HOUSELANDER

In these 12 engaging
tales, Caryll Houselander
introduces children to the
tender love that Jesus has
for each of them and to
the fire of love for Him that can burn in the
hearts of young Catholics like themselves.
$10.95, 160 pages, Item #741

MORE CATHOLIC
TALES FOR BOYS AND
GIRLS
CARYLL HOUSELANDER

Here are stories of princes
and gypsies, bishops and
bears - tales of Catholic
boys and girls that remind us that especially
in young souls the Faith is quite strong,
and evil is never a match for goodness.
$10.95, 160 pages, Item #849

FIRST CHRISTIANS
MARIGOLD HUNT

Marigold Hunt retells for
children the dangerous
early days of the Church as
reported in The Acts of the
Apostles. The First Christians,
is the thrilling — and true — saga of the lives
and works of the first apostles of Jesus.
$14.95, 176 pages, Item #326

SAINTS CHRONICLES
VOLS. 1–4
Covering the lives of St. Patrick, St. Elizabeth
Ann Seton, St. Bernadette, St. Francis of
Assisi, St. Brigid of Ireland, St. Margaret of
Scotland, and many more, these volumes
will bring the saints to life for your children!
$14.95 each, 48 pages each
Items #6742, #6766, #6780, #6803
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FAMILY

NINE MONTHS WITH
GOD AND YOUR BABY

A MOTHER'S RULE OF
LIFE

ÉLINE LANDON

HOLLY PIERLOT

These maternal reflections
and gentle Scripture passages
will help you prayerfully live
each month of your pregnancy
according to God’s loving plan. As the birth of
your child approaches, turn to these loving pages
to refresh your soul and strengthen your faith.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #6285

Author Holly Pierlot shares
a pattern for living that
combines the spiritual
wisdom of the monastery
with the practical wisdom
of motherhood. Her Rule is not just another
set of schedules but a way for Christian
mothers to answer God’s call to holiness.
$18.95, 224 pages, Item #415

THE MANLY ART OF
RAISING A DAUGHTER

THE LITTLE ORATORY
DAVID CLAYTON AND
LEILA LAWLER

ALAN MIGLIORATO

Learn how to repair a
damaged relationship
with your daughter,
how to deal with your
daughter’s boyfriend, how
to teach her to defend herself, and the seven
things you must do to be a manly man.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #6643

THE MENTOR'S
HANDBOOK

To help you live the
liturgical life of the Church
more fully, David and
Leila reclaim here an almost lost tradition
that families used for centuries to build
a beautiful bridge between home and
church: the little oratory. Includes seven fullcolored icons that are ready for framing.
$19.95, 224 pages, Item #1761

TEMPERAMENT GOD
GAVE YOUR SPOUSE

FR. PETER MICHAEL HENRY

Using history, philosophy,
psychology, Sacred
Scripture and a large
dose of common sense,
Fr. Henry instructs every man who is a
dad, grandfather, coach, or teacher how to
raise up boys into the heroic, virtuous real
men our world so desperately needs.
$18.95 $10.00, 240 pages, Item #6346

CATHOLIC FAMILY
HANDBOOK

ART AND LARAINE BENNETT

True marital contentment
lies not in changing the way
God made our loved ones,
but in appreciating it — and
helping them to perfect it.
Read The Temperament God Gave Your Spouse
and discover a new world of understanding
and respect for the person you married.
$17.95, 208 pages, Item #302

HOW TO RAISE GOOD
CATHOLIC CHILDREN

FR. LAWRENCE G. LOVASIK

Using Scripture and Church
teachings in an easy-to-follow,
step-by-step format, Fr.
Lovasik helps you understand
the proper role of the Catholic
father and mother and the blessings of family.
$17.95, $5.00, 240 pages, Item #172

MARY REED NEWLAND

First published fifty years
ago, this book is a rare treat
for today's parents: a wise
and readable book on child
care that derives its wisdom from the Catholic
home rather than from psychologists.
$18.95, 352 pages, Item #865

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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PRAYER

PRAYING FOR PRIESTS
KATHLEEN BECKMAN

Priests are called to fight evil,
but they cannot fight it alone.
As attacks on the priesthood
intensify, you have a vital role
to play in supporting priestly
renewal and vocations. Here
you'll find your special calling from God that
must be fulfilled for the salvation of souls.
$14.95, 192 pages, Item #7169

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS

Rich with doctrinal precision
and a moving beauty of
expression, the prayers
and hymns of St. Thomas
Aquinas are ranked among the Church's
greatest treasures. Now you can bring this
cache into your own prayer life with this first
complete English language collection.
$9.95, 128 pages, Item #148

WORSHIPPING A
HIDDEN GOD

TOTAL CONSECRATION

ARCHBISHOP LUIS MARTINEZ

FR. ED BROOM, OMV

Here mystic Archbishop Luis
Martinez unlocks for you the
secrets to the interior life,
showing how you can enter
into an intense, sustained communion with God.
$14.95, 256 pages, Item #2287

ART OF PRAYING
FR. ROMANO GUARDINI

Looking for practical ways to
improve your prayer life? This
book presents multiple forms
of prayer to help you achieve
this goal. From spontaneous
prayer to the Rosary to
contemplation, this book provides practical tips
that will enhance and elevate your spiritual life.
$15.95, 192 pages, Item #344

HOW TO PRAY ALWAYS
FR. RAOUL PLUS

Christ urges us to “pray
without ceasing,” but due
to distractions, troubles,
duty, or exhaustion, many
of us simply “cease
without praying.” This no-nonsense prayer
manual remedies these problems by
dispelling false notions of prayer and opening
up new channels of communication.
$10.95, 144 pages, Item #687
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AQUINAS PRAYER
BOOK

Fr. Ed Broom’s powerful
do-it-yourself retreat
manual culminates in
the total consecration
to Jesus through Mary
through an intensive
focus on the Mysteries of the Rosary
and Seven Sorrows of Mary.
$14.95, 240 pages, Item #4502

MEDITATIONS BEFORE
MASS
FR. ROMANO GUARDINI

The profound wisdom
found in this Fr. Romano
Guardini classic will
help quiet your soul,
concentrate your mind, and make you more
receptive to God's grace in the Holy Mass.
$12.95, 208 pages, Item #1662

ADVENT WITH OUR
LADY OF FATIMA
DONNA-MARIE COOPER O’BOYLE

These Advent prayers and
readings are all rooted in
Mary’s 1917 messages
to the three young Fatima
visionaries. Use these daily
prayers to draw closer to Our Lady of Fatima
and her gracious messages of peace and hope.
$17.95 $5.00, 224 pages, Item #6506

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

LIVES OF THE SAINTS

IN THE FACE OF
DARKNESS

NOTHING SHORT OF A
MIRACLE

SR. TIMOTHY MARIE KENNEDY,
O.C.D.

PATRICIA TREECE

Read the remarkable story
of Mother Luisita and how
she and her nuns cast off
their religious habits, donned
secular clothes, and, trembling all the while,
started out on a perilous flight from the brutal,
atheistic government intent on killing them.
$18.95, 312 pages, Item #6582

Learn of the countless
miraculous healings that
have occurred in our lifetime
through the intercession of
the saints. May it bring joy
to your heart and renew your confidence in
God’s love and ongoing presence among us!
$19.95, 336 pages, Item #586

TRUTH ABOUT SAINT
JOSEPH

SAINTS OF THE
AMERICAN
WILDERNESS

FR. MAURICE MESCHLER

REV. JOHN A. O'BRIEN

The exterior life of this most
hidden of saints – the simple,
retiring, humble carpenter
of Nazareth – reveals
nothing extraordinary. Yet
he is exalted by the Church alongside Mary
as the greatest of all the saints, and even
Patron of the Universal Church. Find out why.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #4526

True tales of horror and
holiness. French priests
enter a war zone where
captured Westerners are
paraded before their captors, tortured, and
then beheaded. Their desecrated bodies get
dumped by the roadside. Iraq in 2007? The
Gaza Strip? Western Afghanistan? No. A place
more dangerous - Canada in the 1600s.
$15.95, 272 pages, Item #903

CHIARA CORBELLA
PETRILLO

SECRET DIARY OF
ELISABETH LESEUR

SIMONE TROISI, CRISTIANA
PACCINI

At 28 years old, Chiara passed
away, her body ravaged
by cancer. The emotional,
physical, and spiritual trials of
this young Italian mother are not uncommon. It
was her joyful and loving response to each that
led one cardinal to call her “a saint for our times.”
$18.95, 184 pages, Item #3055

ELISABETH LESEUR

This inspiring book shows
how to live as a Christian in
a secular environment that
can be indifferent or hostile
to your Faith. Elisabeth’s diary and spiritual
writings light up a path to marital harmony and
love for God that is reassuring and refreshing.
$19.95, 336 pages, Item #482

MORNINGS WITH SAINT
THERESE

ELIZABETH OF THE
TRINITY

PATRICIA TREECE

SR. GIOVANNA DELLA CROCE

This beautifully designed
hardcover book interweaves
short excerpts from the
Little Flower’s writings with those of her
closest family members and friends for
a deep immersion into her Little Way.
$14.95, 224 pages, Item #2485

Available in English for the
first time, this short book is a
powerful introduction to the
spiritual wisdom of a saint
who shows that the road to
contemplative prayer is not an ascent to grasp
God but a descent into the depths of one’s heart.
$14.95, 128 pages, Item #3772

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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SPIRITUAL WARFARE

FATHER AMORTH

SPIRITUAL COMBAT

FR. GABRIELE AMORTH

LORENZO SCUPOLI

In these never-beforepublished interviews, the
legendary Father Amorth
takes you into his private
world, presenting an
arresting vision of his
daily battles with the Devil. A page-turning,
easy-to-read Q/A with the fearless exorcist
who daily fought Satan—and won.
$18.95, 208 pages, Item #6087

AN EXORCIST EXPLAINS
THE DEMONIC
FR. GABRIELE AMORTH

From Vatican Chief Exorcist
Fr. Gabriele Amorth comes
this powerful and astounding
book on the deadly antics of
Satan and his fallen angels,
with spiritual remedies for each. Explore the dark
phenomenology and Catholic doctrine on these
accursed beings and their many manifestations.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #3451

AN EXORCIST EXPLAINS
HOW TO HEAL THE
POSSESSED
FR. PAOLO CARLIN

From the world’s most
famous exorcist comes
this illuminating book on
how to recognize genuine
cases of diabolical possession — and
what to do when friends or family display
behaviors that leave you suspicious.
$14.95 $5.00, 160 pages, Item #5202

THE ART OF SPIRITUAL
WARFARE
VENATIUS OFORKA

Learn the supernatural
weapons of war and how
to frustrate the Devil’s
evil schemes. You’ll
learn the advantage
you have over Satan, why God needs
intercessors to save souls, and why God
requires you to act before He steps in.
$17.95, 208 pages, Item #5189
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St. Francis de Sales carried
a copy of this book in
his pocket for 18 years.
Its profound wisdom
formed his soul, inspired
him to a life of deepest
devotion, and ultimately helped him become
one of the Church's greatest saints.
$18.95, 240 pages, Item #504

WHO IS THE DEVIL?
NICOLAS CORTE

In these pages written
over a half century ago,
Nicolas Corte provides
incontrovertible proof that
Satan exists, that he and his
devils assault you daily, and
that through these relentless attacks they aim to
corrupt you, damn you, and drag you into Hell.
$14.95, 152 pages, Item #4883

TRUE OR FALSE
POSSESSION?
JEAN LHERMITTE

Good priests and Catholic
physicians know that, for the
sake of their souls, those who
are disturbed must never be
hastily examined or casually
judged. This book will teach you, too, not to
rush to judgment and when to call a priest.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #4890

HOW TO MAKE A GOOD
CONFESSION
FR. JOHN A. KANE

This practical guide shows
you how to transform
your confessions from
embarrassing moments
in a dark room into profound experiences
of God’s love. Fr. John Kane provides solid
guidelines for how you can (and must)
make the most effective possible use
of the Sacrament of Reconciliation.
$10.95, 144 pages, Item #296

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

SPIRITUAL WARFARE

TEMPTATIONS

HOLY WATER

FR. P.J. MICHEL

FR. HENRY THEILER

Fr. P.J. Michel explains where
your temptations come from
and how to get rid of them—
and of your fear of them.
$11.95 $2.00, 112 pages, Item
#3673

HOW TO RESIST
TEMPTATION

Learn from Fr. Henry Theiler
the countless surprising but
widely forgotten truths about
Holy Water, and the interior
acts and dispositions that
are necessary for this blessed gift to have the
sanctifying effect our Lord intends for you.
$11.95 $10.00, 112 pages, Item #3390

THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS

FR. FRANCIS J. REMLER

Essential reading for
every serious Catholic. Fr.
Francis J. Remler helps
you prepare yourself
so that when temptations begin to
assail your soul, you'll be ready.
$12.95, 160 pages, Item #393

DR. KEVIN VOST

Dr. Kevin Vost tackles the
deadly sins one-by-one,
showing how they take root
in one’s soul and offering
methods employed by
saints to vanquish wicked
habits and replace them with virtuous ones.
$18.95, 224 pages, Item #2348

The

CATHOLIC

Book of the Month

CLUB
Save up to 40% on new releases!
To sign up, call (800) 888-9344 or
visit www.SophiaInstitute.com/bookclub

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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CHURCH HISTORY

HOW CHRISTIANITY
SAVED CIVILIZATION
MIKE AQUILINA AND JIM
PAPANDREA

Facing an overwhelmingly
dark and hostile culture,
Rome’s early Christians took
the steps necessary to transform it. Their
struggles and the hard lessons they learned
afford us hope that, by imitating their example,
we may do the same for our culture today.
$18.95, 272 pages, Item #7190

BAD SHEPHERDS
ROD BENNETT

Although the Church has had
its share of bad shepherds,
good Catholics not only
survived — they thrived.
Learn how they outlasted
their bad shepherds and served as the
foundation for a vigorous renewal of the Faith.
$17.95, 160 pages, Item #7145

THE HOLY VEIL OF
MANOPPELLO
PAUL BADDE

The horrific 1915 earthquake
that leveled tiny Manoppello,
Italy, brought forth from the
local church’s rubble one of
Christendom’s long-lost but most precious
relics: the cloth that lay on Jesus’s face in the
tomb. Author Paul Badde details the loss and
thrilling recovery of this singular treasure.
$12.95, 112 pages, Item #6483

PIONEER PRIESTS AND
MAKESHIFT ALTARS
FR. CHARLES CONNOR

In this riveting history, Fr.
Charles Connor details
the life of Catholics in
the American Colonies,
beginning with the flight
of English Catholics to religious freedom
in Maryland in 1634 and continuing
through the post-Revolutionary period.
$19.95, 272 pages, Item #Q80329
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THE APOSTLES AND
THEIR TIMES
MIKE AQUILINA

Take an unflinching look
at the lives and sacrifices
of those first Christians
who were tasked with
spreading the Gospel to
the ends of the earth. Based on ancient
documents and the latest archaeology,
author Mike Aquilina leads a fascinating
journey through the Apostolic Age.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #4601

ISLAM AT THE GATES
DIANE MOCZAR

Historian Diane Moczar
pulls back the curtain on
one of the most noteworthy
acts in the long drama of
Muslim aggression against
the West: the 500-year-long
siege of Europe by the Ottoman Turks.
$18.95, 256 pages, Item #256

TEN DATES EVERY
CATHOLIC SHOULD
KNOW
DIANE MOCZAR

The saints and sinners, popes
and kings that God used to
shape his Church and change
the world — along with
the wars and plagues, ideas and institutions
and, yes, miracles, that birthed our Christian
civilization and often threatened to doom it.
$15.95 $10.00, 192 pages, Item #159

THE BONES OF ST.
PETER
JOHN EVANGELIST WALSH

In the year A.D. 68, St.
Peter was executed in
Rome and denied a proper
burial. This engrossing
true story details how
a few determined researchers solved the
puzzle of St. Peter’s burial and rescued his
bodily remains from centuries of oblivion.
$18.95, 256 pages, Item #4753

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

CHURCH HISTORY

RELICS FROM THE
CRUCIFIXION

THE STORIES OF
HYMNS

J. CHARLES WALL

FR. GEORGE RUTLER

Enterprising Catholic
investigator J. Charles
Wall scoured writings of
the ancients to draw forth
this compelling account of the many relics
of the Passion found by St. Helena and
slowly dispersed throughout Christendom.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #3277

Fr. George William Rutler
reflects upon dozens
of the greatest hymns
written from the earliest
years of the Church through the twentieth
century. The text and composition of each
hymn is included, as well as inspiring
accounts of their authors and composers.
$18.95, 288 pages, Item #Q80244

HOUSE OF THE VIRGIN
MARY

SAINTS OF THE
AMERICAN
WILDERNESS

GODFREY PHILLIPS

Here is the comprehensive
tale of the Holy House
in Nazareth, and its
miraculous transport to
Loreto, Italy. This delightful book carefully
lays out the evidence for the miracle and
provides detailed, convincing answers
to those who have challenged it.
$15.95, 192 pages, Item #4496

REV. JOHN A. O'BRIEN

In these pages, John O'Brien
recounts the terrifying,
inspiring, and true tale of
the dangerous struggle the
Jesuit Martyrs of North America engaged
in for enormous stakes: the salvation of
countless souls mired in darkness.
$15.95, 272 pages, Item #903

BENEDICT UP CLOSE

SAINT POPE PAUL VI

PAUL BADDE

Widely recognized as one
of the most talented and
respected journalists in
Rome, Paul Badde offers
here a unique glimpse into
the drama of Pope Benedict’s pontificate.
$15.95, 208 pages, Item #Q80381

MATTHEW BUNSON

Enter into the mind of one
of the Church’s newest
saints, better prepared not
just to defend the teachings
of the Church, but to do
so in an approachable and holy way.
$18.95, 304 pages, Item #Q80701

THE CHURCH
ASCENDING

FATHER AUGUSTUS
TOLTON

DIANE MOCZAR

Veteran historian Diane
Moczar takes you on a fastpaced and provocative ride
through the development
of Christian civilization
from its emergence within the Roman Empire
through its medieval springtime and summer.
$18.95, 192 pages, Item #2027

DEACON HAROLD BURKE-SIVERS

Learn how Fr. Tolton valiantly
overcame a series of
seemingly insurmountable
challenges — birth into
slavery, his father’s death, abject poverty,
and even being denied acceptance by
every Catholic seminary in America — to
become the first black American priest.
$18.95, 176 pages, Item #Q80589

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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SUFFERING AND DEATH

IN HEAVEN WE'LL MEET
AGAIN

THE CATHOLIC GUIDE
TO DEPRESSION

FRANÇOIS RENÉ BLOT

DR. AARON KHERIATY

In consoling letters written
to a grieving mother,
Fr. François René Blot
summons the great
saints who testify that death separates
us only for a short while from loved ones
who die before us. These pages will
assuage your grief and renew your hope.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #3307

AVOIDING BITTERNESS
IN SUFFERING

THE CATHOLIC GUIDE
TO LONELINESS

RONDA CHERVIN

DR. KEVIN VOST

In these pages, Dr. Chervin
explains afflictions in detail
and reflects on the lives
of saints who suffered
from the same cross. Each
chapter offers practical suggestions on how
you can meet Christ in your particular pain.
$18.95, 256 pages, Item #3031

Rooted in ancient
philosophical and Biblical
wisdom, and buttressed by
modern theory and research,
these pages bring you to an
understanding of the root causes of loneliness
and impart remedies, both secular and religious.
$16.95 $5.00, 176 pages, Item #4144

WHEN GOD IS SILENT

FAITH AND FURY

ARCHBISHOP LUIS M.
MARTINEZ

FR. CHARLES CONNOR

Learn how to trust God
even when He seems
unresponsive and remote —
even when, as in the famous
incident in the Gospels, He seems to sleep
while you are buffeted by the storms of life.
$11.95, 144 pages, Item #2201

HOW TO MAKE SENSE
OF SUFFERING
MARGUERITE DUPORTAL

These pages will help
you gain happiness and
peace by showing you
how to understand – and
conquer – any trouble, no matter how great.
Avoid the mistakes most of us make when
suffering and learn how to rise above it.
$9.95, 128 pages, Item #06X
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Extensive clinical experience
treating depressed patients
has shown Dr. Kheriaty that
the confessional can’t cure
neuroses, and the couch can’t
forgive sin. Explore the fascinating intersection
between modern psychology and pharmacology,
and spiritual direction and the Sacraments.
$19.95, 288 pages, Item #4760

In the bloody Civil War that
split our nation, American
bishops worked for the
success of the Union
— and the Confederacy.
Fr. Connor shows here
how the tragedy and bravery of the War
forged a new American identity, even as
it created a new Catholic identity.
$19.95, 272 pages, Item #Q80664

MOTHER ANGELICA ON
SUFFERING AND
BURNOUT
MOTHER ANGELICA

Here is a lucid and lifetransforming book for anyone
who struggles with suffering, or finds difficulty
in persevering in your daily responsibilities.
Mother Angelica provides consolation and
advice that only a spiritual mother can provide.
$14.95, 304 pages, Item #Q80084

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

SUFFERING AND DEATH

WHY BAD THINGS
HAPPEN TO GOOD
CATHOLICS
FR. HENRI MORICE

This book will forever
banish from your mind the
temptation to think that
events unfold according to blind chance, or
that evil ultimately triumphs in this world.
$14.95, 176 pages, Item #423

FROM GRIEF TO GRACE
JEANNIE EWING

Combining her training in
psychology and counseling
with real-life examples,
Jeannie Ewing shows how
there is much to be gained
in the midst of loss, and how
all things – even the most painful experiences
– are working together for your greater good.
$15.95 $5.00, 224 pages, Item #2942

FIRE OF LOVE

WHY DOES GOD
PERMIT EVIL?

ST. CATHERINE OF GENOA

In these holy pages,
St. Catherine of Genoa
provides a sensible view
of Purgatory, tainted by
neither childish superstition
nor modern skepticism.
$5.95, 96 pages, Item #417

COMFORT FOR THE
SICK AND DYING

DOM BRUNO WEBB

Here is the book that
answers that perennial
question once and for
all, and with authority. It
will enlighten and console all the suffering
souls who are puzzled and troubled by
the evil that permeates our universe.
$13.95, 176 pages, Item #768

DAVID L. GREENSTOCK

Here is wisdom for
people facing the most
vulnerable and desperate
time of their lives: the
onset of serious illness or the approach
of death. Essential reading for Christian
caregivers and wise souls who want to
prepare for death sooner rather than later.
$10.95, 192 pages, Item #964

GOD’S HEALING MERCY

FINDING CONFIDENCE
IN TIMES OF TRIAL
ST. JOHN OF AVILA

This collection of St.
John of Avila's finest
letters introduces
readers to the man St.
Teresa of Avila called,
"the Master of things spiritual," and
makes plain his uncommon power.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #4838

KATHLEEN BECKMAN, L.H.S.

Ignatian-trained spiritual
director and author Kathleen
Beckman provides stepby-step instructions for
offering a healing retreat
based on Divine Mercy
in Scripture and in the lives of the Saints.
$18.95, 208 pages, Item #3154

UNBELIEF
FR. NICOLAS J. LAFORET

In this classic work praised
by Pope Pius IX himself,
Fr. Nicolas J. Laforet lays
out the spiritual causes of
unbelief and the antidotes for
each. From the fruits of his
spiritual and psychological analysis, Fr. Laforet
then crafts a simple but powerful remedy
— one that is sure to bring to Christ any
reasonable person who honestly employs it.
$12.95 $10.00, 128 pages, Item #3963

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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PARTNER FEATURE

EWTN Publishing is a joint venture between EWTN Global
Catholic Network and Sophia Institute Press.

HIS ANGELS AT OUR
SIDE

A LAYMAN’S GUIDE TO
LITURGY OF THE HOURS

FR. JOHN HORGAN

FR. TIMOTHY GALLAGHER, OMV

Meet the mighty spirits sent
by God to enlighten and
guide us, defend us from
harm, and lead us on the
path to eternal life. Learn
the surprising role of the angels in our lives
— and what we must do to gain their help.
$18.95, 304 pages, Item #Q80305

CONTEMPLATIVE
ROSARY
DAN BURKE, CONNIE ROSSINI

In 2002, Pope John Paul
II added five Luminous
Mysteries, calling for
a new way to pray the
rosary based on the teachings of St.
Teresa of Ávila. Transform your Rosary
from habitual recitation into profound
contemplation with full-color images that
anchor your attention in each Mystery.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #Q80442

FOUR LAST THINGS
FR. WADE MENEZES

Too often the reality of
Heaven and salvation are
highlighted at the expense
of the Church's teachings on
Death, Judgment, Purgatory,
and Hell. Fr. Wade shows how
these are complementary doctrines and must be
understood to have a balanced view of the world.
$14.95, 128 pages, Item #Q80428
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Fr. Gallagher opens your
eyes to this spiritual treasury
and shows you how, by
means of its sanctifying
rhythm, it will help you
progress on your spiritual journey.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #Q80756

THINKING LIKE JESUS
DR. RAY GUARENDI

Distilled from his decades
of experience as a clinical
psychologist and a practicing
Catholic, Dr. Ray Guarendi,
popular radio and TV host,
offers here dozens of bite-sized reflections
that combine sound spiritual advice
with the best of modern psychology.
$14.95, 160 pages, Item #Q80626

SANCTIFY YOUR DAILY
LIFE
CARDINAL STEFAN WYSZYNSKI

Whether you’re a monk or a
manager, whether you change
tires or change diapers, you
can transform your work
into a source of strength, holiness, and even
joy — and these pages show you how.
$18.95, 192 pages, Item #Q80640

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

PARTNER FEATURE

Spiritual Wisdom
from

MOTHER
ANGELICA

MOTHER ANGELICA’S
ANSWERS, NOT PROMISES
Straightforward Solutions to
Life’s Puzzling Problems

PRAYING WITH MOTHER
ANGELICA
Meditations on the Rosary
and the Way of the Cross

$14.95, Paperback, 288 pages
Item #Q80046

$14.95, Hardcover, 192 pages
Item #Q80008

MOTHER ANGELICA ON
SUFFERING AND BURNOUT

MOTHER ANGELICA’S QUICK
GUIDE TO THE SACRAMENTS

$14.95, Hardcover, 304 pages
Item #Q80084

$14.95, Hardcover, 288 pages
Item #Q80060

MOTHER ANGELICA ON
CHRIST AND OUR LADY

MOTHER ANGELICA ON PRAYER
AND LIVING FOR THE KINGDOM

$14.95, Hardcover, 256 pages
Item #Q80121

$14.95, Hardcover, 352 pages
Item #Q80466

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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PARTNER FEATURE

Sophia Institute Press and Endow have partnered to unite the
Catholic intellectual tradition with intentional community by
creating study guides and organizing women into small groups.

Women going through
this study explore what
St. Thomas Aquinas
has to teach us about
the virtues, as well as
the essential purpose
of living the moral life as Catholic women.
Study Guide to Thomas Aquinas’s
Philosophical & Theological
Writings – Part I

Hildegard of Bingen &
the Doctors of the Church

TEACHER OF PRAYER

181115_humanae_vitae_cvr.indd 1

11/15/18 4:01 PM

LETTER TO WOMEN
With thousands of copies
sold, this study acquaints
us with the thought of
St. John Paul II and is
a good introduction
to the Christian
concept of woman
and her indispensable role in the Church,
the family, society, and the world.
Study Guide to John Paul II’s
Letter Addressing Women

T E AC H ER

O F P R AY E R

Explore the passionate,
unrelenting love of St.
Teresa of Avila. With
her feminine heart and
deep spiritual wisdom,
St. Teresa helps you
embark on the spiritual
journey that takes place within our souls.

Study Guide to Pope Paul VI’s
Encyclical – On Human Life

LET T ER

Discover the Doctors
of the Church, the men
and women recognized
for their contributions
to understanding
and unpacking
the truths of the Faith.

This study helps
women understand the
inseparable dependency
of authentic love
and truth in human
relationships. Women
explore why the Church
strongly guides us towards honoring
our dignity within intimate relationships
and God's hand in procreation.

TO WOMEN

DISCOVERING

THE DOCTORS

DISCOVERING THE
DOCTORS

HUMANAE VITAE

H U M A N A E V I TA E

AQ U I NA S

FOR BEGI NNERS

AQUINAS FOR
BEGINNERS

Teresa of Avila

181115_teacher_of_prayer_cvr.indd 1

11/15/18 4:35 PM

Explore all Endow Studies, or start or join a
group in your area, by visiting:

www.EndowGroups.org
38

ORDER BY PHONE AT (800) 888-9344

PARTNER FEATURE

SpiritualDirection.com, the Avila Institute, and Sophia Institute Press have
partnered to publish high-quality books on authentic Catholic spirituality.
LIVING THE MYSTERY
OF MERCIFUL LOVE

A DEVOTIONAL
JOURNEY INTO THE
MASS

DAN BURKE AND ANTHONY
LILLES

CHRISTOPHER CARSTENS

If the Mass has become
for you routine — or even
boring and tedious — these
pages are for you. They teach you eight
simple ways to make your every Mass a
joyful time of piety and intense devotion.
$14.95, 144 pages, Item #4809

In these intimate letters
from St. Thérèse of
Lisieux to her sisters and
close friends, authors
Anthony Lilles and Dan Burke lay out her
program for complete self-offering to God
through her Oblation to Merciful Love.
$13.95, 150 pages, Item #A0147

NAVIGATING THE
INTERIOR LIFE

FINDING GOD
THROUGH MEDITATION

DAN BURKE

In this practical yet powerful
book, Dan Burke puts you
on the road to spiritual
growth, showing how you
can uncover your spiritual
blind spots, identify what keeps you from
greater spiritual riches, and better understand
where you are in your spiritual progress.
$17.95, 180 pages, Item #0896s

30 DAYS WITH TERESA
OF AVILA

DAN BURKE AND ANTHONY
LILLES

St. Teresa of Avila turned
to this great treatise on
meditation by St. Peter of
Alcantara for guidance.
St. Peter's insights on prayer are profound
and far reaching, offering here the gems
God has in store for all who truly desire to
grow in relationship with Him in prayer.
$17.95, 150 pages, Item #1756

FIRE FROM ABOVE

DAN BURKE AND ANTHONY
LILLES

St. Teresa’s letters to her
friends offer a rare window
from which to gaze upon
her genuine witness and
pragmatic advice on pursuing an intimate
friendship with God. Reflections on each
letter encourage a prayerful reading of these
letters to those who want to sit at the feet
of this great doctor of the interior life.
$14.95, 150 pages, Item #1305

ANTHONY LILLES

Dr. Lilles shows you how
the mystery of prayer
unfolds, and how God
provides heroic levels of
courage and deep internal
resolve through humble
and persevering devotion. You’ll examine
how spiritual battles and dryness in prayer
are essential to reaching communion with
God, including the dark night of the soul.
$18.95, 256 pages, Item #3352

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.SOPHIAINSTITUTE.COM
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special discounts
and sales!
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Inspiration! is a fun and fast-paced game
that promotes collaboration as players
make strategic decisions and score points
as a team. You’ll each assume the identity of
a Guardian Angel Cadet as you inspire and
guide the Dreamers who are in your charge.
Along the way you’ll solve problems and
fight off nightmares, all while learning the
rich history of our Faith and the surprising
ways in which Catholicism has influenced
science throughout history.

3 Games in 1!
DreaD Wars
(Full Gameplay)

Genuine Inspiration
(Interactive Quiz)

Dream Weavers
(Strategy Mission)
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12+ 20 min

AGES 12+

AGES 12+

AGES 6+

1-8

$49.95 + additional $5 shipping and handling fee
Tabletop Game
UPC 860002552705
Item #u2705

All Sophia Titles
12 Life Lessons from St. Thomas Aquinas
33 Years in the Holy Land
Abandonment to God
Advent with Our Lady of Fatima
Always Inspired
Angel in the Waters
Angel in the Waters — hardcover edition
Angels and Their Mission
Anti-Catholic Myths Debunked
Apostles and Their Times
Aquinas Catechism
Aquinas Prayer Book, The
Aquinas’s Shorter Summa
Around the Year with the von Trapp Family
Art of Forming Young Disciples, The
Art of Loving God, The
Art of Praying, The
Art of Spiritual Warfare, The
Ask Peter Kreeft
Avoiding Bitterness in Suffering
Awakening
Bad Shepherds
Basic Book of Catholic Prayer
Basic Book of the Eucharist
Beauty
Bedside Book of Saints, A
Before I Was Me
Benedict and Francis
Bible Stories for Little Children
Biblical Defense of Catholicism
Biblical Roots of the Mass
Bless Me, Father, For I Have Kids
Blood-Red Crescent, The
Bones of St Peter, The
Book of Angels, A
Book of Saints and Heroes
Breastfeeding & Catholic Motherhood
By Dawn's Early Light
By Love Refined
Can a Catholic Be a Democrat?
Canon Law Explained
Catholic Book of Character and Success
Catholic Family Handbook, The
Catholic Guide to Depression
Catholic Guide to Loneliness
Catholic Tales for Boys and Girls
Catholic Traditions and Treasures
Catholic Verses
Chiara Corbella Petrillo
Christian Dating in a Godless World
Christian Self-Mastery
Christians Courageous
Church Ascending
Church Under Attack
Classic Catholic Meditations
Comfort for the Sick and Dying
Cooking with the Saints
Cries of Jesus from the Cross
Crossbows & Crucifixes
Day by Day with Saint Faustina
Devil Is Afraid of Me
Devotional Journey into the Mass
Diaries of the Chinese Martyrs
Discover Your Next Mission from God
Discovering God Together
Do You Love Me?
Edith Stein
Elizabeth of the Trinity
End of the Present World, The
Everyday Meditations
Exorcist Explains How to Heal Possessed
Exorcist Explains the Demonic
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17.95
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9.95
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14.95
11.95
14.95
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14.95
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18.95
14.95
17.95
14.95
15.95
14.95
14.95
16.95
12.95
11.95
24.95
19.95
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14.95
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1.25
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14.95
19.95
12.95
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Experience Grace in Abundance
Father Amorth
Father Benedict
Father of the Family
Filling Our Father's House
Finding Confidence in Times of Trial
Finding God’s Will for You
Fire from Above
Fire of Love
First Christians, The
Fit for Eternal Life!
For God and Country
Force for Good
Forty Anti-Catholic Lies
Forty Reasons I Am a Catholic
From Grief to Grace
From Humdrum to Holy
From Star Wars to Superman
Fruits of Fatima
Getting Free
God's Healing Mercy
God's World and Our Place in It
Golden Legend of Young Saints
Good Galilean, The
Half-Truths
Handbook of Spiritual Perfection, The
Heaven's Splendor
Hidden Power of Kindness
Hints of Heaven
Holiness for Housewives
Holy Confidence
Holy Thursday
Holy Veil of Manoppello
Holy Water
Holy Year in Rome, A
Hounds of the Lord
House of the Virgin Mary
How Catholic Art Saved the Faith
How Christianity Saved Civilization
How to Find God
How to Get More out of Holy Communion
How To Heal Your Marriage
How to Make a Good Confession
How to Make Sense of Suffering
How to Pray Always
How to Pray Well
How to Raise Good Catholic Children
How to Read the Bible
How to Read Your Way to Heaven
How to Resist Temptation
How to Think Like Aquinas
Humility: Wellspring of Virtue
I Believe in Love
I Believe in Love Leader's Edition Guide
I Believe in Love Study Guide
In Heaven We'll Meet Again
In the Beginning
In the Face of Darkness
Islam at the Gates
Knowing God’s Love
Last Hours of Jesus
Learning the Virtues
Let There Be No Divisions Among You
Letter to Families
Life of Our Lord for Children, A
Little Book of Holy Gratitude
Little Book of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Little Book of the Holy Spirit, The
Little Catechism of St Therese
Little Manual for Spiritual Growth
Little Oratory
Little Saint Adventures
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All Sophia Titles
Live Today Well
Lord's Prayer
Love That Made Mother Teresa
Love, Marriage & the Catholic Conscience
Man Christ Jesus, The
Manly Art of Raising a Daughter
Marriage
Meditations Before Mass
Meditations for Advent
Meditations for Lent
Meditations on Mary
Meditations on the Christ
Meet Mary
Memorize the Faith!
Mentor's Handbook
Mi Angelito en las aguas
Mind at Peace, A
Missionary of Wall Street
More Catholic Tales for Boys and Girls
Mornings with Saint Therese
Mother's Rule of Life, A
My Daily Visit with the Saints
My Little Hands Bible
My Path to Heaven
Navigating the Interior Life
Nine Months with God and Your Baby
Nothing Short of a Miracle
One-Minute Apologist, The
One-Minute Aquinas
One-Minute Philosopher, The
Our Lady's Message
Overcoming Sinful Anger
Philosophical Virtues & Psych. Strengths
Please Don’t Drink the Holy Water
Pope Awesome and Other Stories
Practice for Heaven
Praying for Priests New Edition
Priest Answers 27 Questions
Priests We Need To Save the Church, The
Proving the Catholic Faith is Biblical
Rachel's Contrition
Rapture
Read-Aloud Book of Bible Stories
Reason for the Seasons, The
Rebuilding Catholic Culture
Reclaiming Catholic Social Teaching
Reflections on the Christian Life
Relics from the Crucifixion
Road to Bethlehem
Roman Catacombs
Roses Among Thorns
Sacraments in Action
Sacred Heart of Jesus Coloring Book
Saint Catherine of Siena and Her Times
Saint Thomas Aquinas
Saintly Solutions
Saints Chronicles Collection 1
Saints Chronicles Collection 2
Saints Chronicles Collection 3
Saints Chronicles Collection 4
Saints for Sinners
Saints of the American Wilderness
Saving the Family
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Scripture Wars
Search and Rescue
Secret Diary of Elisabeth Leseur, The
Seed Who Was Afraid To Be Planted, The
Seven Deadly Sins
Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit
Seventeen Steps to Heaven
Sign of the Cross
Single and Catholic
Spiritual Combat
Spiritual Guidelines
Spiritual Handbook for Cath Evangelists
Spiritual Life, The
St Augustine Answers 101 Questions
St Patrick’s Summer
Stations of the Cross Coloring Book
Stories of the Child Jesus
Strength in Simplicity
Surprised by Life
Surprised by Truth 2
Surprised by Truth 3
Temperament God Gave You, The
Temperament God Gave Your Spouse, The
Temptations
Ten Dates Every Catholic Should Know
Thomas Aquinas
Thy Will Be Done!
Total Consecration
Transforming Your Life Through the Eucharist
Treason
True Devotion to the Holy Spirit
True or False Possession?
Truth about Saint Joseph
Truth about Therese
Twenty Tales of Irish Saints
Unbelief
Understanding Miracles
Unearthing Your Ten Talents
Union with God
Unmasking Mother Teresa's Critics
Vatican Cookbook
Victory Over Vice
Vincent
Vision of Fatima
Wartime Prayer Book, Fulton Sheen’s
What Catholics Are Free to Believe ...
What Does God Want?
What Jesus Saw From the Cross
What Really Happens After We Die
When God Is Silent
When Women Pray
Who is the Devil?
Why Bad Things Happen to Good Catholics
Why Does God Permit Evil?
Why God Hides
World of Ben Hur, The
Worshipping a Hidden God
Year and Our Children, The
Year with Fr. Rutler
Young People’s Book of Saints
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